Am. Sub. H.B. 166
As Passed by the Senate

EDUCD12

moved to amend as follows:
1  In line 85415, delete "$6,944,380,845   $6,776,118,845" and insert "$6,942,880,845   $6,774,618,845"
2  In line 85423, subtract $1,500,000 from each fiscal year
3  In line 85477, subtract $1,500,000 from each fiscal year
4  In line 86467, delete "$3,500,000" and insert "$2,000,000"
5  The motion was ______ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

Department of Education

Sections 265.10 and 265.210

Decreases GRF appropriation item 200550, Foundation Funding, by $1.5 million in each fiscal year. Restores the amounts of the earmark from item 200550 supporting the College Credit Plus Program for home-instructed students to the levels in the House-passed bill by decreasing the earmark by the same amounts, from up to $3,500,000 in each fiscal year to up to $2,000,000 in each fiscal year, but maintains a provision in the Senate-passed bill that reappropriates the unexpended, unencumbered balance of that earmark at the end of FY 2020 for the same purpose of FY 2021.